
 

Week of: July 17,2017  
                 Curriculum Topic: The Five Oceans \Letter:O o \ Number:5 \Color:Blue  

Special Events:  
2 crafts each day Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
Topic Pacific Ocean Atlantic Ocean Indian Ocean Arctic Ocean Southern Ocean  

Math Make a cheerio 
necklace with five 
cheerios  

Trace and write 
the number and 
word five. 

Sort goldfish crackers 
in the correct number 
cup.  

Name five different 
sea animals we find 
in the ocean. 

List and count the 
5 Oceans.  

Language You're Like the 
Ocean. (Poem) 

List words that 
begin with the 
letter O.  

Take Me Out to the 
Ocean (song) 

Down in the Water 
(song) 

Trace the word 
blue. 

Science / 
Social Studies 

Show the children 
the Pacific Ocean 
on google maps 
during smartboard 
time.  

Discuss how 
many ships use 
the Atlantic 
Ocean to bring 
items to and 
from different 
countries.  

Discuss what types of 
whales you find in the 
Indian Ocean.  

Discuss that the ice 
sheets that cover the 
Arctic are slowing 
melting.  

Watch a clip on the 
five oceans. 

Gross Motor / 
Role Play 

Have the children 
pretend to scuba 
dive in Pacific 
Ocean. 

Have the children 
pretend to be 
moving ships 
across the 
Atlantic Ocean.  

Dance to the song 
‘Take Me Out to the 
Ocean’.  

Have the children 
pretend to be 
icebergs floating in 
the ocean.  

Have the children 
waddle like the 
emperor penguin 
found in the 
Southern Ocean.  

Fine Motor Trace the letter O 
for Ocean. 

Make an O for 
ocean craft.  

Cut and paste 
together a whale.  

Draw a sea creature 
that you would find 
in the Ocean 

Draw a penguin. 

Social Emotional Which country by 
the Pacific Ocean 
would you want to 
visit? 

What items do 
you think the 
shop across the 
ocean? 

What do whales like 
to eat? 

Which sea creature 
would want to be? 

What type of 
clothes would you 
have to wear on a 
boat while in the 
Southern Ocean? 
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You're Like A Ocean 

Your eyes are like a ocean, 

Your hair is the waves that lift the ocean, Your 
heart is the core of the animal ocean that feels 
it up with love for the lovely ocean You're full 
of emotion for your own ocean Your smile just 
lights the ocean  

By the night it calm and quiet even the oceans 
getting so bright by the day and soul is quite 

You will be mine tonight  

Me and you can sit by the ocean and you are so 
close to a ocean as I can get and I love you just 
like a ocean me and you together and the 
ocean's floor will be your blanket for you.  

Take Me Out to the Ocean. 
(sung to "Take Me Out to the Ball Game") 

Take me out to the ocean, 
Take me out to the sea, 
Show me the foamy waves rolling there, 
As I breathe in the salty sea air! 
Let me look, look, look at the ocean, 
See the sea and explore, 
For it's fun to dive from the top 
To the ocean floor! 
Take me out to the ocean, 
Take me out to the sea. 
Show me the currents and ocean tides, 
Let me see where the seaweed resides! 
When you look, look, look at the ocean, 
Look at all it is worth! 
For the ocean covers three-fourths 
of the entire earth! 
 

Down in the Water  
  

Sung to: "Down by the Station" 
 
Down in the water, early in the 
morning 
See the ocean creatures, 
swimming all around. 
You can see the parents playing 
with their babies. 
Under the sea is where they're 
found! 
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